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Recommends approval of the listed UNDERGRADUATE AREA OF EMPHASIS CHANGES in the following colleges and/or schools/program: COLLEGE OF ARTS AND MEDIA, COLLEGE OF EDUCATION & PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT, AND COLLEGE OF SCIENCE

- COLLEGE OF ARTS AND MEDIA
  * Name of Area Emphasis: BFA Theatre- Production
  * Within which Major is/will this Area of Emphasis be listed: BFA Theatre- Production (AB40)
  * Rationale: Below are two changes – one substantive and one editorial. The substantive change reinforces an integrated design approach, collaboration and concept development for theatre artist in Costume (THE 355), Scenic (THE 360) and Lighting (THE 450) Design. Additional benefits will be realized by providing more predictable offerings and populations for design course rotations. Stage Management (THE 362) becomes an approved theatre elective rather than a requirement for BFA Production emphasis area students. The editorial change goes to an approved curriculum change (SR-13-14-84-CC) wherein THE 261 was changed to THE 340. We did not get the catalog copy revised that reflects that change, hence the change is reflected below.
  * Curriculum: Current catalog entry – Production- Theatre 261, 354, 362, 450, 3 credit hours from 355 or 360 and 12 hours approved theatre electives. PROPOSED CHANGE- Production- Theatre 340, 355, 360, 450 and 12 hours of approved theatre electives.

- COLLEGE OF EDUCATION & PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT
  * Name of Area Emphasis: Mathematics 5-9
  * Within which Major is/will this Area of Emphasis be listed: EEM1
  * Rationale: Students are currently required to complete two 75 hour clinical experiences. This would reduce it to one 75 hour clinical without losing the math methods.
  * Curriculum: See attached curriculum change form

- COLLEGE OF SCIENCE
  * Name of Area Emphasis: Computer Application Development
  * Within which Major is/will this Area of Emphasis be listed: Computer & Information Technology
  * Rationale: In conjunction with a strategic reorganization of the College of Science, the Integrated Science and Technology Department will be split into individual departments. With this move, there are several key curriculum changes being made, including adding/removing courses and changing titles. The Computer Application Development area of emphasis will now include the attached curriculum.
* Curriculum: See attached curriculum change form

* Name of Area Emphasis: Game Development
* Within which Major is/will this Area of Emphasis be listed: Computer & Information Technology
* Rationale: In conjunction with a strategic reorganization of the College of Science, the Integrated Science and Technology Department will be split into individual departments. With this move, there are several key curriculum changes being made, including adding/removing courses and changing titles. The Game Development area of emphasis should be renamed to Game/Simulation Development and will also include the attached curriculum changes.
* Curriculum: See attached curriculum change form

* Name of Area Emphasis: Web Application Development
* Within which Major is/will this Area of Emphasis be listed: Computer & Information Technology
* Rationale: In conjunction with a strategic reorganization of the College of Science, the Integrated Science and Technology Department will be split into individual departments. With this move, there are several key curriculum changes being made, including adding/removing courses and changing titles. The Web Application Development area of emphasis should be renamed to Web/Mobile Application Development and will also include the attached curriculum changes.
* Curriculum: See attached curriculum change form
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